
From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: River Bride (Blackpool) Drainage Scheme Public
Date: Thursday 23 January 2020 12:39:39
Attachments: image001.png

Good Afternoon,
 
Just a quick query on the River Bride (Blackpool) Drainage Scheme Public consultation notice in The Irish Examiner (dated 23.01.2020).
 
I am a resident of the townland of Rathpeacon. My family have lived in Rathpeacon/Carhoo since the 1930s so we know the area
extremely well.
 
The Drainage Scheme is very important to us as our house was flooded on 2 occasions & I have a consent fear of our house flooding
again.
 
Although we live above the area highlighted as Rathpeacon stream, there are a number of rivers/streams/springs that drain into the
Rathpeacon stream area/River Bride. These streams run a natural course but over the past number of years, the volume of water in the
streams has increased significantly. Some of this is due to increased rainfall & run off from the local agricultural fields (saturation levels
are gone through the roof). Another issue was the infilling of flood plains on land that was previously agricultural land. This land changed
ownership & was infilled by the new owners (without Planning permission?). Other reasons for the increased water flowing into
Blackpool was the building of warehousing (Northpoint Business Park) & The Commons Inn on the old flood plain.
 
As a result the water has increased in the streams flowing into the River Bride. The volume of surface water on the Mallow &
Whitchurch Roads has dramatically increased too. All this water flows into the River Bride/Rathpeacon stream area in large quantities.
The volume of surface water has ripped up roads/footpaths/walls & ditches – the old drainage just cannot cope with the volume from
the streams (which overflow) add to the road surface water. After heavy rain, we have a constant flow of water/streams on the sides of
the roads (depth 2 inches) – again this flows into the River Bride.
 
You may not be able to answer this – will the work involved in the Drainage scheme look at the amount of water flowing into the
Rathpeacon Stream area/River Bride from roads/springs/streams/rivers from the surrounding areas? Has this being taken into account?
 
I hope that the flooding and drainage relief will be a huge success for the whole area but especially for the people living & working in
Blackpool.
 
Kind Regards,
Liam Hurley

 




 
Liam Hurley
Alumni and Development | University College Cork | Western Gateway 2.12
 
Tel: +353 21 4205450
Are you a UCC graduate? If so, please update your contact information here: https://community.ucc.ie/
 
Learn how we protect your data here
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From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Cc:
Subject: Blackpool Flood Relief Scheme Submission dated 6th February 2020
Date: Thursday 6 February 2020 14:46:33

Dear Sir/Madam,

I wish to object in the strongest terms to the proposed Blackpool Flood Relief Scheme.

The area in which the Project works are to be carried out under the proposed scheme is
hydrologically linked via a continuous water channel (the Bride and the Lee) to the SAC and SPA
areas (covered by both the Habitats Directive and the Birds Directive) in Cork Harbour. The
distance is relatively short. In a previous case works being carried out at a distance of circa
600km were found to have a measurable negative impact on bird habitat.
 
Apart from the negative impacts on the harbour SAC and SPA areas, the impact of the scheme on
the immediate local environment and on biodiversity (at a time of an acknowledged biodiversity
emergency in Ireland), particularly on the protected species otter population currently living in
the area of the proposed works (as can be seen in video footage available online) as well as on
fish, bird life, flora and other fauna, will be severe as a result of pollution of the river with engine
oil and huge amounts of cement and, mainly, as a result of the burying of the river and the
installation of screens blocking movement and access. In circumstances where the negative
environmental impacts of OPW flood relief works on the Bandon River have been so widely
publicised and documented, and have even resulted in a prosecution being taken, the desire of
the OPW to proceed with these extremely invasive and disruptive works is very worrying indeed. 

The increased flooding problems in Blackpool in recent years are as a direct result of poor
planning decisions such as building on flood plains and the shortening of the river. instead of
seeking to mitigate and correct these decisions, OPW proposes to bury the river. Culverting of
the Bride is being put forward by OPW as the only option in circumstances where upstream
measures - such as diversion, better river management and/or natural flood protection - have
not been considered, either adequately or at all.  In addition, with all its associated significantly
negative impacts, culverting as an approach to flood risk management is a hopelessly old-
fashioned response and is no longer considered appropriate internationally. Despite this, it is
being foisted on Blackpool on a 'take it or leave it' basis by the OPW. 

From a heritage point of view, the burying of the Bride - the raison d'etre for the development of
the village's historical settlement and industries - amounts to publicly endorsed vandalism. A
historic bridge will be removed. The name of the village will lose all of its meaning. The potential
for the future regeneration of Blackpool as a vibrant urban village, minutes from the city centre,
with the river at its heart, will be squandered. The antediluvian approach being taken by the
OPW is unmistakably about class - it is impossible to imagine a similarly brutal plan being
adopted and promoted by the OPW in a wealthier area of Cork such as Blackrock or Douglas. 

Yours faithfully,

Catherine Kirwan











From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool flood scheme consultation
Date: Monday 10 February 2020 15:24:25

I am Tom Dennehy I have a fish shop in Blackpool for 65 years and I am second
generation. I would be delighted if this scheme goes ahead as soon as possible. 
Tom Dennehy 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool flood scheme
Date: Monday 10 February 2020 20:07:41

I wish to express my support for the Blackpool flood scheme.Over the years my business
at Blackpool Bridge has been flooded several times the most recent in 2013 where I was
trapped in the building with my 2 children and had to be rescued by the fire brigade ,a
traumatic event which is indeliby imprinted in my memory.
The devastation caused forced my business to close for a considerable length of time.
The covering in of the culvert would be most welcome and provide great protection to the
business and homes in the immediate area. .This scheme is long overdue and will certainly
enhance the current streetscape and hopefully attract new businesses to occupy the current
derelict sites. The flood protection proposed will also attract further investment and
housinginto Blackpool which is urgently needed.
Yours faithfully
Alice Hayes



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: OPW Blackpool scheme
Date: Tuesday 11 February 2020 12:16:25
Attachments: Screenshot_20200211-120640.PNG

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am a concerned but powerless citizen of Cork. It seems that I am writing this too late, as
Bandon and Inniscarra have already been wrecked by this awful project, but I have written
similar pieces on that in the past to no avail. My expectation is low that this will make any
difference whatsoever, but better to try and influence you to consider turning away from
the self-interested, corporate greed which must continuously motivate you in the face of
the incredibly evil things you facilitate.

I'm not going to waste too much of my time on this email because it seems that the
destruction of the entire biosphere is the only end that will satisfy your disgusting
organisation - so long as those contracts keep getting given out and the boys all have their
jobs, who cares about wanton destruction of ecosystems.

How many years is the wall scheme likely to buy us before a lot of Cork City and county is
nonetheless submerged in spite of it? Some conservative estimates suggest a ten year
window where it will be useful, if this even is correct. I've attached the map from surging
seas which features the areas in Cork which will probably be underwater by 2050.

I don't know how anyone involved with this project (at any level, from the contractors on-
site to the clerks and administrators - all profiting from criminal damage to nature and
involved in a gross misappropriation of public money) can sleep at night. The damage
done to nature already is startling, akin to genocide. It will never recover, but there is more
to come with this Blackpool project. Please consider putting a plan in place to stop this
profiteering at the expense of local people and wildlife.

I am making an urgent appeal to you to examine your conscience before continuing to
facilitate this abhorrent project.

Sincerely,
Orla Daly






From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Submission regarding the planned culverting of the River Bride
Date: Monday 17 February 2020 11:38:35

To whom it may concern,

I wish to suggest that the proposed culverting of the River Bride as part of the Blackpool
Drainage Scheme has underestimated the environmental impact on the area as a whole and
in particular the species seen foraging in the area. I write as a private individual, but I have
worked on several major public works in Ireland in the past as a geotechnical engineer
employed at the time by Geotech Specialists of Castlemartyr, Co. Cork. 

While I no longer live in Blackpool, I grew up in the area and I visit several times a year. I
am also familiar with the length of the proposed culverting. I think considering the planned
loss of foraging habitats for kingfishers, otters, and other wildlife as merely slightly
negative is clearly wrong; furthermore, any new planting etc. along the new banks (aside
from the impact on the culverted section) can only be a token effort at restoring a habitat
that will be even more vulnerable to damage and destruction given the blanket nature of
the proposed solution. We've seen the nature of the works carried out in Bandon and other
places in County Cork in recent years; these are not only heavy-handed but also
demonstrate that once the environment impact is deemed both minor, and of lesser
consequence, then there is truly no incentive or motivation for the works to be undertaken
with any sense or attempt at preserving what needn't be damaged during the construction
process.

"They can go elsewhere" seems to be the proposed solution for dealing with the loss of
habitat that will be incurred; where, may I ask? Rivers like this do not spring up unbidden
overnight, to provide an alternative habitat for the impacted species and even if they did,
the development of a suitable ecosystem would take years to be able to support these
inhabitants. Why not preserve (and better yet improve) a functioning ecosystem that acts as
an amenity in an urbanised area like Blackpool? 

In many cities, in many parts of the world, industrialised, even polluted areas have been
remediated and developed to not only provide valuable commercial and residential spaces,
but also incorporate riverside areas to provide further enjoyment and amenities to these
areas. Given the level of development in Blackpool, and the considerable under-utilisation
of some of the available development sites (Thomas Davis Street, for example), it seems
likely that there will be further growth in the Blackpool area. Rather than a short-sighted,
over-engineered solution to an exceptional problem, a more holistic approach should be
considered so that this ecosystem and the river itself is regarded and exploited as benefit to
the area rather than seen purely as a source of risk and potential harm. 

As a result I propose that the minister returns the study to the OPW for reassessment of the
under-evaluation of the negative impact the proposed works would entail on the area.

Sincerely,
Myles Fenlon, 



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Submission regarding the proposed Blackpool River Bride Drainage Scheme Public Consultation Notice
Date: Monday 17 February 2020 14:47:09

In reference to the Blackpool River Bride Drainage Scheme Public Consultation Notice we would
like more information/feedback  regarding proposed works to be carried out at Woodpark
Kilnap;
 
C08_E03 & C08_E02: The flood mounds proposed to surround the house were previously
discussed in regard to gradually sloped mounds to the required height as opposed to a wall like
effect that disconnects the house from the garden. We requested the sloped mounds in this
regard and would like confirmation of same. We also need to agree the exact line of the mounds
for least interference to specific trees and existing structures in the gardens.
C08_R01:   It is not clear to us what you are proposing regarding dealing with the runoff of
excess surface water and flooding at the driveway to the house. We are not in favour of a gully
through the grass embankment at our gate as previously discussed and would like to know how
you propose to channel this water into the Glenamought River at Northpoint Business Park.
 
C08_R02:   We had previously explained that for safety issues, we are not in a position to offer
this alternative access lane during works, without the provision of a pull in area and a guarantee
that the route would be safe for all drivers- it presently is not. We would like an update in this
regard.
We also have had no further discussions with any of the various teams since we originally
suggested access to the adjacent land for cleaning and clearing/maintenance purposes on an
ongoing basis through this same secondary lane. We see that our suggestion has now been
implemented in the proposal and assume there will be discussions outlining the legal
ramifications to both parties in allowing access via our property so that we are fully informed in
this regard.
 
Kind Regards
John & Deborah Maguire

This email has been scanned by BullGuard antivirus protection.
For more info visit www.bullguard.com
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From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool flood scheme
Date: Monday 17 February 2020 17:05:40

I have my business and home in Blackpool called trident cleaners since 1973. Over the last
number of years we have been seriously affected by flooding. We would be delighted if
this new scheme designed by the opw goes ahead.
Yours sincerely Thersa O Brien

 



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool flood scheme
Date: Monday 17 February 2020 17:23:06

I'm working in my family business in trident cleaners and we have a constant worry of
flooding for our business. It's a family business which is here since the 70s and I'm hoping
to purchase the business from my mother but the risk of floods is a serious concern for me.
The suggested scheme by the opw would bring great easy the the people and businesses in
the area.
Robert O Brien 

 



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: River Bride
Date: Tuesday 18 February 2020 08:18:41

Hello,

I write to object to the proposed River Bride (Blackpool) Drainage Scheme.

If this scheme goes ahead the impact on otters and fish will be detrimental and permanent.
Otters are known, and have been filmed, using this river as their habitat and hunting
ground. It would also sterilise a viable salmonid habitat.

It seems that the OPW is engaged in whole scale destruction of flora and fauna throughout
the country. This must be stopped. Our eco system is fragile and should be protected, not
concreted over.

Your,
Irene Sheedy



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: River Bride
Date: Wednesday 19 February 2020 10:13:32

Hi there,

I am a private citizen and do not represent any groups. It has been shown that the rerouting
of sections of the river bride and lack of maintenance of subsequent debris gates has
caused flooding on the past. Why people think these blockages will not just still occur if
the river is turned into a concreted drain I do not know.

With otters, dippers and more living on this river we really should be looking at more
sympathetic ways of working with nature and the beautiful Bride river.

I hope there can be a progressive decision made on this it's a concern of many that the
OPW only care about concrete not our cities or environment-thank you- David Keeley.



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: River Bride (Blackpool) Drainage Scheme
Date: Wednesday 19 February 2020 12:15:02

Dear Sir/Madam,
I urge the Minister to refer the River Bride Drainage Scheme to the OPW for reassessment, giving the proposed
negative environmental impact of the scheme.
I am very concerned at the designs for the scheme, incorporating huge and excessive amounts of concrete by
culverting the river. This will cause permanent loss of all natural habitat along the river. It will have a
permanent significant and negative impact on both the salmonid and otter habitats of the river (EIAR 2018
report). This is unacceptable destruction of our natural heritage.
I urge you to also consider the negative effect on the local people of Blackpool on covering over the river in
their village. We need a better plan to both address the drainage issues in the area and also protect the natural
environment. 

Louise O'Connor



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: River Bride Drainage scheme
Date: Wednesday 19 February 2020 17:36:04

Good evening

I’m working in a pharmacy in Blackpool and we’ve been affected by floods numerous times in the past few
years. Any large storm or rain deluge means we have to wait in fear until the morning to see if we have been
flooded again.
There is an opportunity now to help not only ourselves but other businesses and residents in this area from
future flooding and I would appreciate if you could give Blackpool this opportunity. The village has been
neglected in recent years and this can revitalise the area and make it a safe place for residents and businesses
again.
Can you please fund this. Thank you for taking the time to read this.

Kind regards

James Casey



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool Flood Scheme
Date: Wednesday 19 February 2020 19:58:29

Dear Sir / Madam,
I am writing in Support of the Blackpool flood scheme, having grown up in a family
business in Blackpool which was flooded on several  occasions i believe the scheme is
critical for the regeneration and viability of the area in the future.

Having experienced both my family business and home being flooded on several occasions
in Blackpool i believe the scheme is critical in providing safety to the communinty, i
believe lives are put in danger every day currently due to the rapid and strong nature of
flooding in the past causing huge phyisical danger to the community. Flooding in
blackpool has caused huge physical and emotional damage to myself and my family as we
worry most nights about the danger a flood will cause to us and our future, it is a daunting
burden which I have grown up with and know the flood scheme can relieve

le dea-ghuí
Dylan Ó Buachalla,

Dylan Ó Buachalla



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool Flood Scheme
Date: Wednesday 19 February 2020 20:01:34

This email is to indicate that I support the Blackpool Flood Scheme in its entirety

With thanks,
Josh

-- 
photo Josh O Regan
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From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: River Bride [Blackpool] drainage scheme
Date: Thursday 20 February 2020 18:21:10

To whom it may concern.

My name is Gerard Crowley and I own and run a business at 

I am a fully paid business rate payer and I would like to know the following:

[a]. What impact will this scheme have on the environment?
[b]. What will be the scheme's impact on Natura 2000 Site[s]?

I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards,

Gerard Crowley



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool Scheme Consultation
Date: Thursday 20 February 2020 19:05:14

To whom it may concern,

I am writing as an employee of Blackpool Bridge Pharmacy with regard to the impact this
scheme would have on local people and businesses. The flooding in the area has badly
affected members of the community in recent years and it is imperative that future
occurrences be prevented. It is of great importance to the people and businesses of
Blackpool and the surrounding areas that the issue of flooding be fixed.

Kate Cashman



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool Flood Prevention Scheme
Date: Thursday 20 February 2020 22:28:30

A Chara,

As a life long resident here on Watercourse Road and having encountered and lived
through all of the past flooding our area, both myself and my neighbors here in Foleys
Row Watercourse road were wondering what is the current status of the promised and long
awaited flood prevention scheme for the area and our homes? we have from the outset
been very supportive of the remedial work proposed in eliminating the flood risk and have
made in the past submissions to the opw re the same, but we now fear has the flood
prevention plan been shelved or axed, i would be most grateful for any update you may be
able to offer on the matter, as every winter here is most worrying to us with the flooding
risk to our homes, 
thank you in anticipation of your help with the above

 Yours Sincerely
Denis Mulcahy,



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: River Bride Drainage Scheme - input from local member of public
Date: Friday 21 February 2020 10:54:03

Greetings,

This is in reply to the public consultation notice regarding the proposed drainage scheme,
where the public is invited to make a written submission with respect to the environmental
effects of the scheme.

Having lived in the area for 5 years (and worked in the Blackpool Retail Park for 10 years)
the river Bride is a constant source of enjoyment and it would greatly impact the quality of
life of the nearby community - humans and wildlife alike.

Firstly; as someone working in the area the little park behind the retail park is a nice haven
for enjoying a lunch break outside when the weather is nice. Me and my colleague often
goes there to eat our lunch boxes outdoors rather than in the work canteen. The proposed
change to that park looks ghastly.

As a resident on Old Commons Road having the river nearby is a nice break to the
otherwise dour city life in the area. I frequently bring my daughter for an evening walk to
the river (the little "park" area at the end of the estate) and we enjoy having a poke around
the fallen tree and look at the woodlice living in it.

The above doesn't list any environmental impact, but I also wanted to provide insight into
what it means for a family to have access to a nearby piece of nature (however small it
may be).

Environmentally it would be a disaster to deck over the area. It's well known for having
otters living there, and removing their habitat by decking it over would of course lead to
the otters not being able to live there anymore. According to the Blackpool Flood Scheme
EIAR 2018 the impact on otters and fisheries is permanent, significant and negative.

I am not a wildlife expert, but I know that I would sorely miss the large arrange of birds
when walking along Old Commons Road. Especially near the little bridge over to the
estate I often see Grey Wagtails (my favourite). I even occasionally spot herons (one flew
right over my garden once).

Please reconsider this proposal, due to its negative impact on the environment.

Kind regards,

Emma Jones



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: River Bride (Blackpool) Drainage DPE 63 18 2018
Date: Friday 21 February 2020 14:08:49

Hi,
 
Just writing in hope that this scheme will proceed as quickly as possible, having lived
on the Watercourse Road most of my life and now working in Blackpool, the
completion of these works is so essential.  I have lived through the pain of flood and
these works need to happen.   
 
Thanking you,
 
Conor
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 





From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool food scheme
Date: Friday 21 February 2020 14:18:17

I am writing to you re the flood scheme in Blackpool
I can’t wait for the work to start
I have no flood insurance for years plus I lost customers at the the time they would not come in over the
flooding My family lived in Blackpool since 1958
Our business is still going if the rains come people are very nervous about driving into Blackpool some
customers will ring and ask is it okay to drive in for a haircut
Regards
Mick Moriarty



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool Flood Prevention Scheme
Date: Friday 21 February 2020 14:22:15

21st February 2020

Louise Moriarty,

 

To whom it may concern,

My name is Louise Moriarty and I am writing to you as I would like to express my support for the

Blackpool Flood Prevention Scheme.

 over the years

we have had numerous floods   15 years ago was the first flood and since then

he has not been able to insure the premises against flooding. We have seen huge damage done

to materials as well as the building itself and the fittings inside, not the mention the harm it has

caused the flow of customers.

We have purchased flood gates as a preventative but this is not enough. The flood prevention

scheme needs to go ahead. Given the long history of flooding in Blackpool and its confluence

with the River Lee it is essential the scheme goes ahead immediately. The Catchment Flood Risk

Assessment and Management (CFRAM) highlighted the need for flood protection measures in

Blackpool and the Office of Public Works (OPW) recognises the high levels of existing flood risk in

Blackpool also.

Paschal Donohoe, the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform announced in August 2018

that “it is anticipated that a contractor will be appointed to commence the works in mid 2019,

with construction expected to take at least two years.” (Donohoe, 2018). Minister Donohoe also

revealed that the scheme will consist of the following works:

- The construction of floodwalls and embankments to mitigate against future flooding

- The construction of new culverts on a section of previously open channel

- Bridge replacement

- Installation of a sedimentation trap on the left bank of the River Bride

- Modifications to the existing foul and surface water collection networks in the general vicinity

- Construction of pumping stations



- Miscellaneous other minor works.

None of the aforementioned has yet begun. As I asserted, the OPW recognises the high levels of

existing flood risk and I hope the scheme will finally be undertaken. My father’s business will not

survive many more flooding disasters.

Kind Regards,

Louise Moriarty

Get Outlook for Android

https://aka.ms/ghei36


From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool flood scheme
Date: Friday 21 February 2020 16:31:19

I am manjot Singh from .i am running the subway last 12 months.we
have no flood insurance and can’t get it.if we are flooded it will be serious for my business and staff.i fully
support the flood scheme in blackpool.thanx Manjot Singh



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool flood Scheme
Date: Friday 21 February 2020 16:33:50

Hello
         My Name is Harmendra Singh owner of . I am in business from last 2
years. No insurance will cover me against flood and that’s why I’m in support of flood scheme for Blackpool.

Regards
Harmendra Singh

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Flood relief work in Blackpool
Date: Friday 21 February 2020 21:40:01

Dear sir /madam,

I am employed  in Cork. I am concerned about the
potential disruption in the case of flooding and the hardship it could cause both to
employees in the area and also to our many elderly and unwell patients/customers. I fully
support the work being carried out.
Many thanks Rosaleen Murphy 



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Blackpool proposed flood relief works
Date: Tuesday 25 February 2020 09:25:40

Dear Sir/ Madam,

I am a long term resident of  Blackpool, Cork and am concerned about
the lack of progress on works to prevent future flooding of this area. This area is in dire
need of protection from flooding and is a busy and expanding part of Cork City. It cannot
achieve its full potential without proper floor prevention facilities.

I would be grateful if you could update me on any progress or future plans for the above

Thank you in advance

Kind regards

liam hickey 
 

 

     













From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Cc:
Subject: River Bride (Blackpool) Drainage Scheme public consultation
Date: Tuesday 25 February 2020 09:43:34
Attachments: BlackpoolFeb2020 A.docx

Please find enclosed the submission from the Cork Green Party councillors. My mobile is
 I can be contacted at this email address and at City Hall in Cork. If you need

further information please let me know?

Kind regards,

Colette


Cllr. Colette Finn, Cllr. Dan Boyle, Cllr. Lorna Bogue and Cllr. Oliver Moran

Cork CIty CouncIl, Anglesea Street, Cork.

25th February 2020

[bookmark: _GoBack]Hard engineering solutions to flooding are dealing with the symptoms, not the problem. The problem is catchment management and there are better solutions which don’t destroy the river amenity, the flora and fauna of the area and exacerbate flood risks in other areas. Biodiversity is in crisis and there are projects already trying to deal with this e.g. Biodiversity Regeneration In a Dairying Environment (BRIDE Project).



Investing in farming practices with greater set aside, grants for riparian corridors (tree lined river banks) can reduce flooding by both reducing siltation and mitigating overland flows. 



Flood defence walls and the culverting of a very long section of open channel, as proposed in this scheme, are only dealing with the symptoms of not using a river catchment approach to flood management. They are destroying the habitats established along the river basin in the process.



The Environmental Impact Assessment Report (2018) for the Blackpool Flood Relief Scheme states that the impact on otters and fisheries will be permanent, significant and negative despite proposed mitigation.



Otters are protected under the EU habitats directive - We have a duty to protect them. We would ask the Minister to refer the scheme back to the commissioners for reassessment in order to create a scheme that not only protects against flooding but also protects the river as a habitat and a valuable amenity for the local community in Blackpool.



From:
To: Per BlackpoolSchemeConsultation
Subject: Support for River Bride (Blackpool) Drainage Scheme
Date: Tuesday 25 February 2020 12:11:51

To whom it may concern,
 I wish to express my

support for the River Bride (Blackpool) Drainage Scheme.
The premises here has been affected by flooding on several occasions in the past, and
I believe that the proposed works will offer the best future protection against repeat episodes of
flooding in Blackpool.
Thank you
Sheila O’Sullivan

Blackpool
Cork



 

Flooding On Thomas Davis St, Blackpool , March 2013 

 

 

 

Residents dealing with Flooding on GT William O Brien Street ,Blackpool November 2002 



 

Flooding On GT William O Brien St, June 2012  



 

 

Centra Blackpool , November 2002  



 

 

Submission From Blackpool Flood Committee supporting OPW Proposed Flood Relief Scheme-For 
Ministerial Confirmation 27/2/‘20 

 

Introduction: 

 

Blackpool Flood Group was founded in July 2013 by residents and business people to engage in a 
positive way with all stakeholders and statutory bodies subsequent to a Public Meeting on 1/7/‘13 
to discuss the second major flood in Blackpool within a year. I would also like to note that after 
serious flooding in Summer of 2012 an Engineer from OPW South West Region Maintenance made a 
report on 4/7/‘12 on the event .Over 150 properties were affected by the flooding the vast majority 
of which were residents. The main Church in the village of Blackpool was also flooded in 2012. 

 

I should like to take this opportunity to thank my committee, Cork City Council Management and Jim 
Donavan (now retired Director of Services) Cork City Council. In particular I wish to thank Ezra 
McManaman OPW and Mr. Ken Leahy ARRUP who spent a lot of their valuable time meeting us 
taking local issues on board and updating us on the challenges that the scheme would present and 
how best to overcome them. We have had in excess of 30 meetings over the past number of years 
and included in our submission is a brief outline of some of the key meetings we have had to help 
progress the Flood Scheme for Blackpool. 

 

I believe the process has been very lengthy and detailed but I wish to confirm that the Blackpool 
Flood Committee voted for this scheme to progress back on 5/11/‘15.The public were presented 
with the OPW preferred option with a public exhibition in our Community Centre in December 
2015.We all worked very hard to promote open public engagement during the OPW Public 
Exhibitions.The OPW public exhibitions were extremely well attended with over 300 local people 
attending and the vast majority approving the OPW proposal. My committee supported the OPW 
exhibition by doing the following: 

We put posters up in Blackpool, we did interviews in the Evening Echo, we got announcements from 
Blackpool Church at Sunday mass (which has been flooded twice) and I myself and Jer Buckley our 
committee secretary did interviews on local radio promoting community engagement with the OPW 
Public Exhibition (I enclose a recording of one such radio interview.)During this exhaustive 
consultation process nobody came forward to us with issues about otters.Some time later we were 
contacted by OPW to inform us that they had been made aware that there were otters in our river 
and this would necessitate further delays and assessment. I would make the following comment on 
this issue. 

 

The proposed solution requires an extension of the current culvert in Blackpool of only 350metres.If 
the otters are going through the current culvert into Cork City which is 1 mile in length an extra 
350metres shouldn’t be a deterrent. 



 

Between the river Bride and the river Glenamought there are over 100miles of wild river course that 
these otters still have access to. The proposed extension to the current culvert of 350metres is less 
than .001% of the river courses involved. I would suggest minimal impact. 

 

OPW are required to obtain a license from the Dept. Parks and Wildlife to carry out these works and 
if this is granted there should be absolutely no further reasons to delay this project which has the 
support of the vast majority of the people of Blackpool who have worked “hand in glove” with all 
stakeholders to achieve the long anticipated delivery of the OPW Flood Scheme for our village of 
Blackpool. 

 

 

Despite the delays we are delighted that we are now at this final stage of Ministerial confirmation 
and we are confident that if the Minister confirms our Flood Scheme it will alleviate the misery and 
suffering that our community has endured due to flooding. Home owners and businesses don’t have 
flood insurance anymore and have had to live with huge stress and anxiety every time there is heavy 
rain. There are very many derelict and brownfield sites in Blackpool that will now attract investment 
and the delivery of the OPW Flood Scheme is THE critical piece of infrastructure required for our 
community to feel SAFE and reach our full potential. The table enclosed indicates how long and hard 
our committee of volunteers have worked to secure our Flood Scheme. 

 

We have also been involved in voluntary examinations of the culvert(identifying 
blockages).Volunteering for cleaning of culvert ; that is until one volunteer caught Hepatitis E from 
the river on a community clean out and became very ill as a result in the Summer of 2016.The 
extension to the culvert along with the sediment traps proposed will result in no more dumping in 
the river. The improvement of the culvert with non-returnable valves will mean we can all “sleep 
safe in our beds”. 

 

============================================================== 

Table of Blackpool Flood Committee meetings attendees and main issues discussed . 

============================================================== 

 

12/6/‘13 

Inaugural meeting of the Blackpool Flood Group .Agreed to call public meeting. 

Attendees Jer Buckley,Tadhg OLeary,Mick Moriarty,Liz ODonavon,Paddy Tierney. 

Apologies Bill Dunlea,Tim OBrien and Jerry Aherne. 

 



1/7/‘13 

Public Meeting held in Blackpool Community Centre 

Jim Donovan stated OPW have appointed ARRUP to do a study of the Lee catchment area to prevent 
flooding in Cork and Blackpool and Ballyvolane were a priority. The final engineering solution could 
be as far away as 3/4 years. 

Present:Lord Mayor Catherine Clancy,Minister Kathleen LynchTD,Councillors Mick Barry Thomas 
Gould Ken O Flynn ,Jim O Donavan CCC and 40 members of the public. 

Apologies:Darragh Murphy TD,Councillor Patrica Gosh,Eamon Walsh CCC. 

 

 

5/7/‘13 

Chairman elected Mick Moriarty (Local Barber former resident) 

Jer Buckley elected Secretary (local Shopkeeper former resident) 

Tadhg OLeary elected PRO (local pharmacist ) 

It was agreed that we needed more residents on the committee. 

Attendees:Jerry Ahern,Mick Moriarty,Noel Hally,Tim OBrien Jer Buckley 

Apologies:Bill Dunlea Tadhg OLeary 

 

9/7/‘13 

Paudie McCarthy resident Commons Road and Hannah ODriscoll Great William OBrien ST. Join the 
committee.Rules on committee protocols agreed by all. 

Lack of Maintenance on River Bride was discussed. 

Letter sent to Jim ODonovan CCC requesting meetings with ARRUP and RPS. 

Attendees:Mick Moriarty,Tadhg OLeary,Jerry Aherne,Bill Dunlea,Hannah ODriscoll,Paudie 
McCarthy,Jer Buckley Tim OBrien. 

 

13/7/‘13 

Paudie addressed meeting.He said he has been writing letters to City Hall since 1995 about illegal 
dumping in the Bride and high silt levels all to no avail. 

Secretary to secure meeting with Jim Donavan Director of Services CCC and Eamon Walsh CCC 
Engineer .It was also discussed that BFG would ask City Hall why they haven’t applied to OPW for 
funding under the minor works scheme to clean the river Bride. 

Attendees:Paudie McCarthy,BillDunlea,Mick Moriarty,Jer Buckley,Tim O Brien and Noel Hally 

Apologies:Tadhg O Leary,Hannah O Driscoll and Jerry Aherne 



 

26/7/‘13 

BFC met with Maurice O Donoghue BARRY & Partners Engineers 

Main points discussed: 

Cleaning of Bride,Cleaning of Trash Screen,Taking out Trash screen effects,Maintaining constant 
heights of river bank,Check planning of Retail Park,Formation of new flood plains ,Control flows of 
Glen river,By Pass at screen,rocks placed in river at Orchard Court,Flood Tanks at Parklands. 

Attendees:Mick Moriarty ,Bill Dunlea,Tadhg OLeary and Jer Buckley 

 

2/8/‘13 

CCC cancel meeting agreed for 29/7/‘13.RPS Report not forwarded or discussed.BFG very unhappy 
.Chair contacted Eamon Walsh CCC Eamon stated RPS Director not happy to release report till he 
comes back from holidays.The report would be revised and Eamon would be in touch to reschedule 
a meeting with BFG. 

Attendees:Mick Moriarty,Jerry Aherne,Bill Dunlea,Tadhg O Leary ,Jer Buckley,Tim OBrien and Noel 
Hally. 

Apologies Hannah O Driscoll and Paudie McCarthy. 

 

28/8/‘13 

BFG MEETING WITH CCC 

RPS Report still not ready.Eamon Walsh gave a broad outline of recommendations of RPS Report. 

Trash Screen to be taken out. 

ESB cables running through culvert to be taken out. 

Survey on need for Sediment traps. 

Bambino’s in Bride to be removed. 

Cleaning programme needs to be put in place . 

Council will move ahead with the required works . 

A discussion took place about on the merits of installing an orifice plate on the opening to the Glen 
river.Eamon suggested this should be raised with ARRUP and BFG should meet them. 

Attendees:Jim O Donavan and Eamon Walsh CCC ,Tadhg OLeary,Noel Hally,Bill Dunlea MICK 
Moriarty,Jer Buckley. 

 

 

12/9/‘13 



Meeting with CCC cancelled once again .RPS Report not forthcoming.BFG extremely worried about 
getting access to the RPS Report and the lack of action with regard to cleaning of culvert.Protest to 
be organized. 

Attendees:Jerry Aherne,Mick Moriarty,Paudie McCarthy,Tadhg OLeary,Tim OBrien Bill Dunlea. 

Apologies:Noel Hally and Hannah O Driscoll. 

 

15/10/‘13 

Copy of the RPS forwarded to BFG.Key issues are:Trash Screens,Culvert capacity. 

Key drawings of culvert incomplete.It was agreed that Tadhg OLeary and Jer Buckley would go down 
the culvert and do a report.Committee worried that there could be blockages in culvert. 

Attendees:Mick Moriarty,Bill Dunlea,Jer Buckley,Tadhg O’Leary and Paudie McCarthy. 

 

 

 

30/10/‘13 

BFG meet RPS and CCC.Tom Quigley RPS gave a summary of RPS report .A discussion took place on 
the LEE CFRAMS report of 2010 which shows that flooding near Orchard Court and Blackpool church 
may be expected to occur with at least 1 in 10 chance in any give year and that the footbridge in 
Orchard Court maybe expected to occur with a chance of 1 in 5 chance in any given year.Eamon 
Walsh stated that the culvert completed in 2005 for the Bride after serious flooding in 2003 was to a 
tolerance of 1 year 50 flood but this figure is now in doubt.Paudie asked Tom was he aware that the 
flood tanks opposite the Commons Inn were not maintained and Tom said he was not aware of 
this.Bill raised the issue of holding water in the Glen and Eamon said that AARUP were doing an 
analysis on this proposal and if it had merit it could be tagged onto RPS recommendations.Jer asked 
about cleaning of the culvert and Jim Donovan said he would seek monies from the OPW to do this 
and if it wasn’t available he would recommend to the City Manager that this would be done anyway. 

Attendees:Tom Quigley RPS,Eamon Walsh and Jim Donavan CCC,Jer Buckley,Paudie McCarthy,Tadhg 
O’Leary,Bill Dunlea and Mick Moriarty. 

 

On 3/11/‘13 

Jer Buckley and Tadhg OLeary surveyed the culvert in Blackpool.Bill Dunlea was safety officer above 
ground.The main findings of the report was : 

 

Major blockages of debris in culvert particularly in the culvert by the church. 

A lot of washing machines /fridges stuck in the old masonry culvert near Murphys Brewery.A copy of 
this community report was sent to Jim Donovan Director of services .McGinty OShea contractors 
were eventually contracted to clean the culvert and they removed 27tonne of debris from the 



culvert by the church.The trash screen was removed to help flows in Orchard Court and Jersey 
barriers were erected in Orchard Court. 

 

THE EMERGENCY MEASURES WHICH WERE TO HELP PREVENT FLOODING IN BLACKPOOL WERE 
DELIVERED. 

 

Below is a link to the underground survey carried out by Tadhg O’Leary and Jer Buckley in November 
3rd 2013 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/s4v2ibo41vezovl/BlackpoolculvertsurveyNovember13.doc?dl=0 

 

SOME OF THE PHOTOS OF BLOCKAGES IN THE BLACKPOOL CULVERT ON 3/11/‘13 

 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/s4v2ibo41vezovl/BlackpoolculvertsurveyNovember13.doc?dl=0


 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  



 

After the emergency measures were put in place by CCC my committee worked very closely with 
Mr.Ezera McManamam OPW and Mr. Ken Leahy ARRUP.They facilitated us with many evening 
meetings explained to us exactly what the long term preferred option was to prevent Blackpool 
flooding. I wish to express our sincere thanks to Ezera and Ken .Their approach has always been 
open and respectful and they certainly gained the trust and respect of our committee.Tadhg O’Leary 
also set up a community flood gauge where we text 200 people in Blackpool if there is a Flood 
pending. This community gauge saved many people but not all from flooding in 2013. 

 

In conclusion it must be noted that since the floods in 2012 we have suffered major flooding in 2013 
and many near misses .We are totally reliant on our community flood warning system and the 
temporary emergency measures taken in 2013 to alleviate flooding.It is now 8 years since the 
dreadful floods of 2012 .The following are the key points in support of The Blackpool Flood Scheme 
going ahead. 

 

1.OVER 150 HOMES AND BUSINESSES WERE AFFECTED BY FLOODING IN 2012. 

 

2.WE HAVE PASSED THE COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS. 

 

3.OTTERS WILL CONTINUE TO LIVE ON THE BRIDE AND GLENAMOUGHT RIVERS. 

 

4.THE EXTENSION OF THE EXISTING CULVERT IS ONLY 350m WHICH IS LESS THAN 

.001% OF THE EXISTING RIVER COURSE WHICH EXTENDS OVER 100 MILES. 

 

5.CURRENTLY IN OUR BUILT UP URBAN AREA WE HAVE ONLY PROTECTION OF LESS 

THAN 1:10YEAR FLOOD ACCORDING TO RPS ENGINEERS. 

 

6.WE HAD OVER 300 PEOPLE ATTEND THE OPW PUBLIC EXHIBITIONS WHICH IS 

ONE OF THE HIGHEST TURNOUTS OPW HAVE EVER HAD FOR THEIR EXHIBITIONS 

 

7.WE LIVE IN AN AREA WHERE THERE IS A SOLUTION TO FLOODING WHICH HAS 

TAKEN 8 YEARS OF CONSULTATION AND DESIGN AND THERE IS HUGE 

EXPECTATION THAT THIS PROGRAM WILL BE DELIVERED. 

 



8.WE HAVE AS A COMMUNITY ENGAGED AND SUPPORTED ALL STAKEHOLDERS 

THROUGH EVERY STEP OF THIS PROCESS AND TRY AS BEST WE CAN BUILD 

COMMUNITY FLOOD RESILIENCE THROUGH OUR COMMUNITY FLOOD ALERT 

SYSTEM BUT WE HAVE STILL CONTINUE TO BE FLOODED. 

 

9.BLACKPOOL IS A VILLAGE WITHIN CORK CITY BOUNDARIES THAT HAS HUGE 

POTENTIAL TO GROW BUT SUFFERS FROM A LOT OF DERELICTION AND UNDER 

DEVELOPED BROWN FIELD SITES ZONED AND PERFECTLY POSITIONED FOR 

HOUSING. 

 

10.WE LIVE AND WORK IN AN AREA VERY VULNERABLE TO FLOODING AND THIS 

HAS A HUGE AFFECT ON OUR HEALTH AND WELL-BEING. 

 

11.IF THIS SCHEME ISN’T DELIVERED WITH GLOBAL WARMING THE SITUATION IS 

ONLY GOING TO GET WORSE AND ONCE AGAIN WE WILL SEE BLACKPOOL ON 

PRIMETIME 9 OCLOCK NEWS WITH THE PUBLIC ASKING WHY WASN’T 

SOMETHING DONE FOR THIS VERY VULNERABLE COMMUNITY. 

 

If the Minister gives approval for our scheme that will take another 2 Years to complete our 
scheme.10 years of worry high anxiety will be over ! 

 

I would respectfully ask the Minister to commence our long awaited flood scheme in Blackpool. 

 

Yours Faithfully, 

Mick Moriarty 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

RADIO INTERVIEW WITH BLACKPOOL FLOOD GROUP PROMOTING PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT WITH THE 
OPW PUBLIC EXHIBITION IN BLACKPOOL COMMUNITY CENTRE AND BLACKPOOL LIBRARY DECEMBER 
2015 
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